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H108 Quad Band Dual SIM Cool Mini Phone with Touch Screen Black With Attractive Model

H108 Quad Band Dual SIM Cool Mini Phone with Touch Screen Black is the mini phone with 2.2-inch
touchable screen display and it is capable of taking the dual sim activity that makes it a unique one with the
2 mobile phones in the one.

July 19, 2010 - PRLog -- H108 Quad Band Dual SIM Cool Mini Phone with Touch Screen Black is the
mini phone with 2.2-inch touchable screen display and it is capable of taking the dual sim activity that
makes it a unique one with the 2 mobile phones in the one. It has several other features including in the
mobile phones like the FM Radio, Video Player, Video Recorder, Camera, 8 GB extended memory of the T
flash Card slot and also the Bluetooth. 

It is necessary to know about the product details and the various functions of the different parts of the H108
Quad Band Dual SIM Cool Mini Phone while you are using it or you are thinking to buy it so that you will
not face any situation where you will be unknown about that Phone. The model of the phone is H108 and
he network connection what it will support will be the GSM 850 or 900 or 1800 or 1900MHz. The weight
of the H108 model mini phone with its battery is only 0.055kg. There are various languages available in
this mobile set that includes the English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Polish, German, Indonesian, Italian,
Vietnamese, Malay, Czech, Russian, Thai, Turkish, Arabic, Swedish and many more. What you want the
languages beyond this you can easily get this through the contact of the customer care of the online retails
shop or the market from where you are buying this phone. The color of the Phone is Black. The dimension
of the mobile is 76 * 42 * 8mm. The appearance of the phone will be the bar phone. You can get the 2.2
inch LCD Display having the touch panel including in it. 640 * 480 pixels of the Camera with the flash are
inbuilt in the phone. The music system will support the MP3 background play with having the Stereo Loud
speaker and 64-chord ring tone. The multimedia video will be in the form of MP4 or AVI or ASF with the
supporting of the full screen that can have the function of the forward and pause break.

The phone book will be in the form of 300 groups and it will support the dual sim dual stand by function.
The messages format will be in the different form of SMS, MMS, email, Voicemail, chat and Broadcast
message also. You can get 5-alarm group. But there is no TV function, Java application, or WiFi
connection system. 

http://www.chinabuye.com/h108-quad-band-dual-sim-cool-min...

# # #

Chinabuye is a online electronics wholesale and retail store based in China, Our main product is China
mobile phones, tv cell phones, iphone accessories, mp3/mp4 players and digital camcorders, fashion
clothing and other consumer electronics.
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